The comprehensive assessment tool in our provider portal gives you the ability to check on a patient’s assessment completion status for the Health Risk Assessment Screening (HRA), the Notice of Pregnancy (NOP) if applicable, and more. Below is a step-by-step guide on how to access and use this important feature as part of the overall care for your patients, our members.

1. Login in to your account at NHhealthyfamilies.com ➤

2. From the home screen select Eligibility to search for a specific member, or Patients to review your patient list ➤

3. From the patients list you can review the alerts for each member by hovering over the colored ovals ➤

4. Once on the patient’s overview screen, select Assessments from the column on the left. Any available assessments for this member will appear as well as Notice of Pregnancy NOP (if gender and age appropriate) ➤

5. This screen allows you to review items available to the member to complete as well as previously completed assessments ➤
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